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Pre-Kindy – Sports Uniform 
 
Sport Shoes Supportive black joggers that are appropriate for outdoor activities. 

Velcro is encouraged in PK.  
 
Sport Socks White socks. 
 
Sport Shorts Navy blue “Polyester” shorts with “BHC” embroidered on the leg.  
 
Sport Shirt Blue polyester/cotton sport shirt with “BHC” embroidered collar and 

sleeve trim.  
 
Track Suit  Plain navy blue track suit, with “BHC” embroidered on top. This is an 

option that can be worn over the sport short and shirt for extra warmth. 
 
Hat BHC navy blue bucket hat - students are required to wear a hat if they 

are not undercover during outside play. 
 
Bag/Backpack BHC navy backpack – compulsory. 
 
Scarf   Navy blue BHC scarf with “BHC” embroidered. (Optional) 
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Primary Uniform – Boys (Kindy – Year 6) 
 
Shorts/trousers Summer: Navy blue school shorts, no cargo pockets. (Stubbies 

style/brand) 
 Winter option: Long navy blue school trousers, no cargo pockets. 

(Stubbies style/brand) 
 
Shirt Blue primary school style with “Blue Hills College” embroidered on 

the pocket.  
 
Tie Navy blue, “Blue Hills College” tie worn during second and third 

terms.  
 
Jumper Navy blue polyester/cotton jumper with “BHC” monogram knitted into 

the jumper.  
 
Shoes Plain, black leather, lace-up school shoes that can be polished.  

K & Year 1 are allowed Velcro shoes K-6 are allowed pull-on boots. 
Jogger style shoes are not acceptable. 

 
Socks Long navy blue BHC socks with green and red ring at top to be folded 

over. Students must wear socks pulled up.  
Infant students (K – Yr 2) - short navy socks for Term 1 & 4. 

 
Sport Shoes Supportive joggers/sports footwear. 
 
Sport Socks White sports socks. 
 
Sport Shorts Navy blue “Polyester” shorts with “BHC” embroidered on the leg.  
 
Sport Shirt Blue polyester/cotton sport shirt with “BHC” collar and sleeve trim.  
 
Track Suit  Plain navy blue track suit, with “BHC” embroidered on top. This is an 

option that can be worn over the sport short and shirt for extra warmth. 
Please note: The BHC track suit top is suitable as an extra covering 
over the BHC jumper. This is not to be worn instead of a jumper; it is 
only to be over the jumper if extra warmth is required. The track pants 
are optional. 

 
Hat BHC navy blue bucket hat - students are required to wear a hat if they 

are not undercover during times outside. 
 
Bag/Backpack BHC navy backpack - compulsory. 
 
Scarf   Navy blue BHC scarf with “BHC” embroidered. (Optional)   
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Primary Uniform – Girls (Kindy – Year 6) 
 
Skort Blue Hills College tartan.  
 
Blouse White, short sleeve, skort blouse with Peter Pan collar, tartan sleeve 

trim and hip band.  
 
Tie Blue Hills College velcro tartan cross-bobbed. Worn all year.  
 
Stockings/Tights Navy blue stockings worn. Opaque Tights are also permitted to be 

worn (Full Length – Navy Blue)  
 
Jumper Navy blue polyester/cotton jumper with “BHC” monogram knitted into 

the jumper.  
 
Shoes Plain, flat, black leather, lace-up school shoes that can be polished. 

(Not to be suede or jogger style) K & Year 1 are allowed Velcro 
shoes K-6 are allowed pull-on boots. Jogger style shoes are not 
acceptable. 

 
Socks Fold down, navy blue ankle length socks. Must cover the ankle when 

folded.   
 
Sport Shoes Supportive joggers/sports footwear. 
 
Sport Socks White sports socks.  
 
Sport Shorts Navy blue “Polyester” shorts with “BHC” embroidered on the leg.  
 
Sport Shirt Blue polyester/cotton sport shirt with “BHC” embroidered collar and 

sleeve trim.  
 
Track Suit  Plain navy blue track suit, with “BHC” embroidered on top. This is an 

option that can be worn over the sport short and shirt for extra warmth. 
                                    Please note: The BHC track suit top is suitable as an extra covering 

over the BHC jumper. This is not to be worn instead of a jumper; it is 
only to be over the jumper if extra warmth is required. The track pants 
are optional. 

 
Hat BHC navy blue bucket hat - students are required to wear a hat if they 

are not undercover during lunchtime. 
 
Bag/Backpack BHC navy backpack - compulsory. 
 
Scarf   Navy blue BHC scarf with “BHC” embroidered. (Optional) 
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Secondary School Uniform – Junior Males (Years 7-10) 
 
Shorts/trousers Summer: Navy blue school shorts.  
 Winter option: Long, navy blue trousers.  
 
Shirt Short sleeved, white, business shirt with “Blue Hills College” 

embroidered on the pocket.  
 
Tie Navy blue, “Blue Hills College” tie. To be worn in Terms 2 & 3.  
 
Jumper Navy blue polyester/cotton jumper with “BHC” monogram knitted into 

the jumper.  
 
Shoes   Plain, black leather, lace-up school shoes that can be polished. 

 (Not to be suede or jogger style) 
 
Socks Long navy blue BHC socks with green and red ring at top to be folded 

over. Students must wear socks pulled up.  
 
Sport Shoes Supportive joggers/sports footwear with Laces and /or velcro. “Street”, 

“Skate” and “slip on” shoes are inappropriate. 
 
Sport Socks White sports socks. 
 
Sport Shorts Navy blue “Polyester” shorts with “BHC” embroidered on the leg.  
 
Sport Shirt Blue polyester/cotton sport shirt with “BHC” embroidered collar and 

sleeve trim. 
  
Track Suit  Plain navy blue track suit, with “BHC” embroidered on top. This is an 

option that can be worn over the sport short and shirt for extra warmth. 
Please note: The BHC track suit top is suitable as an extra covering 
over the BHC jumper. This is not to be worn instead of a jumper; it is 
only to be over the jumper if extra warmth is required. The track pants 
are optional. 
 

Bag/Backpack BHC navy backpack - compulsory. 
 
Cap/Hat BHC embroidered cap or bucket hat. 
 
Scarf   Navy blue BHC scarf with “BHC” embroidered. (Optional) 
 
Belt Plain Black belt. No large belt buckles.  
 
Blazer BHC Blazer.  
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Secondary School Uniform – Junior Females (Year 7-10) 
 
Skirt Blue Hills College tartan Can be worn with Navy Blue stockings.  
 
Blouse Blue Hills College design; short-sleeved, cotton, over-blouse with 

action back pleat.  
 
Tie Blue Hills College tartan button cross-bobbed tie. Worn all year.  
 
Jumper Navy blue polyester/cotton jumper with “BHC” monogram knitted into 

the jumper.  
 
Shoes Plain, flat, black leather, lace-up school shoes that can be polished. 

(Not to be suede or jogger style) 
 
Socks Plain white crew cut.  
 
Sport Shoes Supportive joggers/sports footwear. No volleys, converse or similar 

flat soled unsupportive type shoes. 
 
Sport Socks White sports socks. 
 
Sport Shorts Navy blue “Polyester” shorts with “BHC” embroidered on the leg. No 

‘active sportswear’ tights are allowed. 
 
Sport Shirt Blue polyester/cotton sport shirt with “BHC” embroidered on collar 

and sleeve trim.  
 
Track Suit  Plain navy blue track suit, with “BHC” embroidered on top. This is an 

option that can be worn over the sport short and shirt for extra warmth. 
Please note: The BHC track suit top is suitable as an extra covering 
over the BHC jumper. This is not to be worn instead of a jumper; it is 
only to be over the jumper if extra warmth is required. The track pants 
are optional. 
 

Bag/Backpack BHC navy backpack - compulsory. 
 
Hat/Cap BHC embroidered cap or bucket hat. 
 
Scarf   Navy blue BHC scarf with “BHC” embroidered. (Optional) 
 
Blazer BHC Blazer.  
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Secondary School Uniform – Senior Males (Years 11 and 12) 
 
Shorts/trousers Summer: Navy blue school shorts.  
 Winter option: Long, navy blue trousers.  
 
Shirt Short sleeved, white, business shirt with “Blue Hills College” 

embroidered on the pocket.  
 
Tie Senior School, “Blue Hills College” tie. To be worn all year.   
 
Jumper Navy blue polyester/cotton jumper with “BHC” monogram knitted into 

the jumper.  
 
Shoes Plain, black leather, lace-up school shoes that can be polished.        

(Not to be suede or jogger style) 
 
Socks Long navy blue BHC socks with green and red ring at top to be folded 

over. Students must wear socks pulled up.  
 
Sport Shoes Supportive joggers/sports footwear. 
 
Sport Socks White sports socks. 
 
Sport Shorts Navy blue “Polyester” shorts with “BHC” embroidered on the leg.  
 
Sport Shirt Blue polyester/cotton sport shirt with “BHC” embroidered collar and 

sleeve trim.  
 
Track Suit  Plain navy blue track suit, with “BHC” embroidered on top. This is an 

option that can be worn over the sport short and shirt for extra warmth. 
Please note: The BHC track suit top is suitable as an extra covering 
over the BHC jumper. This is not to be worn instead of a jumper; it is 
only to be over the jumper if extra warmth is required. The track pants 
are optional. 
 

Bag/Backpack BHC navy backpack - compulsory. 
 
Scarf   Navy blue BHC scarf with “BHC” embroidered. (Optional) 
 
Cap/Hat  BHC embroidered cap or bucket hat 
 
Belt Plain Black belt. No large belt buckles. 
 
Blazer BHC Blazer.  
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Secondary School Uniform – Senior Females (Years 11 and 12) 
 
Skirt BHC Tartan Can be worn with Navy Blue stockings.  
 
Blouse White Blue Hills College design; short-sleeved, cotton, over-blouse 

with action back pleat.  
 
Tie Senior School, “Blue Hills College” tie. To be worn all year.   
 
Jumper Navy blue polyester/cotton jumper with “BHC” monogram knitted into 

the jumper.  
 
Shoes Plain, flat, black leather, lace-up school shoes that can be polished. 

(Not to be suede or jogger style)  
 
Socks Plain white calf length.  
 
Sport Shoes Supportive joggers/sports footwear. 
 
Sport Socks White sports socks. 
 
Sport Shorts Navy blue “Polyester” shorts with “BHC” embroidered on the leg. No 

‘active sportswear’ tights are allowed. 
 
Sport Shirt Blue polyester/cotton sport shirt with “BHC” embroidered on collar 

and sleeve trim.  
 
Track Suit  Plain navy blue track suit, with “BHC” embroidered on top. This is an 

option that can be worn over the sport short and shirt for extra warmth. 
Please note: The BHC track suit top is suitable as an extra covering 
over the BHC jumper. This is not to be worn instead of a jumper; it is 
only to be over the jumper if extra warmth is required. The track pants 
are optional. 
 

Bag/Backpack BHC navy backpack - compulsory. 
 
Cap/Hat  BHC embroidered cap or bucket hat. 
 
Scarf   Navy blue BHC scarf with “BHC” embroidered. (Optional)  
 
Blazer BHC Blazer.  
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General Uniform Rules – Whole School  
 

 
BHC Bucket Hat/ 

Cap BHC navy blue bucket hat (primary) cap (secondary) – students are 
required to where a hat if they are not undercover during lunchtimes or 
are outside for class. (During PDHPE it may impractical to wear the hat 
but the PDHPE teacher will advise students when hats are not required. 
The expectation is that students will have their hats with them) 

 
 
Undergarments These are not to be visually noticeable. 
 
Jewellery Permitted jewellery: Maximum of one silver or gold small, ball stud 

per ear is permissible and a technology free wristwatch. 
  

Not permitted jewellery: rings, necklaces, bracelets, ankle chains or 
visible body piercing. Clear style jewellery is not allowed. The 
material that these are made from is irrelevant. (Medic Alert type 
necklace or bracelets are acceptable) 

 
Nail polish Only natural or clear. 
 
Hair  Girls: 

Style – Hair should have a natural colour. No extremes in style or 
colour (no glitter, or bright colours or cutouts/patterns or mullets) are 
allowed. If the hair is longer than shoulder length it must be completely 
tied/clipped back including the fringe where possible.  
The use of tints, dyes or bleaches must resemble the natural colour of 
the student’s hair.  
Hair accessories – Plain navy blue, green, black or white. Includes 
ribbons, scrunchies, ties and clips. They are not to be large. 

 
 Boys: 

Style: Hair should have a natural colour. No extremes in style or colour 
(no glitter, or bright colours or cut outs) are allowed. Hair is to be short 
and neat at all times as determined by the Principal/ Secondary & 
Primary Coordinators. Anything longer than shoulder length must be 
tied back. The use of tints, dyes or bleaches must resemble the natural 
colour of the student’s hair. The face is to be clean shaven at all times. 

 
Blazers Blazers are compulsory, formal and public representative clothing for 

the College. While it is impractical to wear them at all times due to 
heat and certain activities at school, during Terms 2 & 3 it is highly 
recommended that students wear a blazer.   
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Year 12 Jerseys Every year the senior class is allowed to organise and purchase a Year 

12 Jersey. They can be worn instead of the BHC jumper. They are 
designed for a more casual look and hence should not replace the 
Blazer, therefore Year 12 jerseys can only be worn whist they are at 
school.  They are not to wear them when travelling to and from school 
or at formal BHC events and functions. 
 
They can be worn as part of the sport uniform on Wednesdays and at 
sporting functions such as carnivals and sporting events. 
 
 

Skirt Length Skirt length needs to be modest and should not be rolled up around the 
waist. We are a Christian school that endorses the ideas of conservative 
dress that does not follow fashions and trends when modesty is 
compromised.  

 
Non-Uniform There are times when students will not have their uniform for varied  
Clothing and valid reasons. To ensure your child does not get a uniform 

detention, please send a note into the Administrative Coordinator or 
Primary classroom teacher to explain the situation and when it will be 
rectified. 

  
If students need to leave the school grounds out of uniform then a note 
should be supplied explaining the situation ie. work, special 
appointment, Pathfinder camp etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


